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THOROUGHBRED RACING S.A. LIMITED 
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS’ REPORT 

Report on Race Meeting held at Morphettville Racecourse 
by the South Australian Jockey Club on Saturday, 15 June 2013 

 

 

Stewards: J Petzer (Chairman), M Santoro (M), C Deakin (HT), D Southgate (M), 
(Stewards), N Castle, D Jonas, I Dally & R Linke (Deputy Stewards), 
Dr P Horridge and Dr B Agnew (Veterinary Surgeons). 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
TRACK:   Slow 6 Upgraded to a Dead 5 at 10.50 am WEATHER: Overcast 
 

RAIL:  Out 8 Metres 1200 to WP, 5 Metres Remainder. Sectional 610 Metres 
 
RIDER CHANGES: 
 

Race Horse Rider Replaced By Reason 

2 NOBLE SUCCESS M Neilson D Tourneur Overweight 
 

----------------------------- 
 

 
RACE 1 :  DOMINANT HANDICAP/SABOIS BONUS RACE – 1050 Metres 
 
CRABBING (T Pannell) shifted in abruptly, shortly after the start, tightening MR BACKCHAT 
(B Claridge) onto LEAVING (S Price), which was tightened onto PLANETARY (C Lindop) 
resulting in LEAVING losing its position. 
 
Inside the 800 metres PINDAN PEARL (M Neilson) shifted in making contact with CRABBING 
(T Pannell), which shifted in and away from this filly.  As a consequence, approaching the 700 
metres, PLANETARY (C Lindop), which was taken in by CRABBING, raced in restricted room 
between CRABBING (T Pannell) and MAGIC STING (J Kah).  Shortly thereafter, PLANETARY 
(C Lindop) was obliged to check her mount as MAGIC STING rolled out.  As a consequence, 
PLANETARY lost its position, shifted out and hampered TENERE (D Tourneur).  T Pannell 
was reprimanded and advised to take greater care when shifting ground. 
 
D Tourneur, the rider of TENERE, reported the gelding laid in in the straight. 
 
TENERE was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible 
abnormalities. 
 
MR BACKCHAT was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible 
abnormalities. 
 
RACE 2 :  PROJECTION GRAPHICS HANDICAP – 1200 Metres 
 
BERMONDSEY (S Westover) laid out rounding the home turn. 
 
At the entrance to the straight BERMONDSEY (S Westover) raced in restricted room for a 
short distance inside NOBLE SUCCESS (D Tourneur), which commenced to lay in.  
Thereafter, approaching the 150 metres, BERMONDSEY was obliged to alter course to the 
inside of EMMOOKI’S DASH (A Herrmann), to obtain clear running. 
 
OUR LITTLETREASURE (S Price) was held up for clear ground, from the entrance to the 
straight until approaching the 200 metres, when racing behind MOSQUE (J Kah) and VALUE 
AS (P Gatt). 
 
NOBLE SUCCESS was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible 
abnormalities. 
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RACE 3 :  MEDALLION HOMES HANDICAP – 1050 Metres 
 
WICKED TYCOON (P Gatt) jumped away awkwardly and was slow to begin. 
 
REEL WAY (J Holder) was slow to begin, losing approximately two lengths. 
 
IMPERIAL FURY (J Potter) jumped away awkwardly. 
 
M Neilson, the rider of SUTANOC, reported the gelding was inclined to lay out throughout the 
event and was reluctant to stretch out. 
 
WICKED TYCOON contacted the outside running rail on return to the mounting enclosure 
dislodging P Gatt (WICKED TYCOON), who was examined by the on-course Ambulance Staff 
and declared fit to fulfil his remaining engagements. 
 
P Gatt, the rider of WICKED TYCOON, explained due to the gelding beginning in an awkward 
fashion and being slow away, he was obliged to settle a little further back in the field than 
intended.  He added, rounding the home turn the gelding was under pressure, failed to 
respond to his riding and, in his opinion, appeared not to be suited by the underfoot conditions 
and only finished the race off fairly. 
 
WICKED TYCOON was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible 
abnormalities. 
 
SUTANOC was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible 
abnormalities. 
 
 
 
RACE 4 :  SCHWEPPES HANDICAP – 2500 Metres 
 
MR LOWNDES (NZ) was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible 
abnormalities. 
 
VIMA was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible abnormalities. 
 
ELLDAMI was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported the gelding had 
sustained an abrasion to its off hind cannon.  First Aid was administered. 
 
 
 
RACE 5 :  ANTHONY SCOPELITIS MEMORIAL HANDICAP – SABOIS BONUS RACE  

– 1800 Metres 
 
LADY LUSH (J Potter) was slow to begin. 
 
LATIN HERO (J Holder) was very awkward to begin. 
 
IT’SALL ABOUTHARRY (H McKechnie) slipped on jumping away and, as a consequence, 
was slow to begin.  H McKechnie explained, as a consequence of being slow to begin, she 
was unable to take up a more forward position as intended. 
 
NAME THE DAY (M Neilson) jumped away awkwardly, shifted in onto TERRAPINA (A 
Hermann) which was tightened onto BEL STREAK (C Lever) which shifted out on jumping.  
As a consequence, BEL STREAK was taken in by TERRAPINA onto SMOKY DUBAI (S 
Price) and lost its position when awkward on that filly’s heels. 
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RACE 5 :  ANTHONY SCOPELITIS MEMORIAL HANDICAP – SABOIS BONUS RACE  
– 1800 Metres (Cont’d) 

 
JUST A SPARK (P Gatt) over-raced in the early stages. 
 
In the vicinity of the 1000 metres, SURPRISE US (C Lindop) raced in tight room to the inside 
of COMMEMORATE (NZ) (R Wheeler), which was taken in by WOAKWINE (J Kah), which 
shifted in marginally at the same time as SMOKY DUBAI (S Price) rolled out.  As a 
consequence, SURPRISE US contacted COMMEMORATE (NZ) and was obliged to steady 
and lose its position.  J Kah, the rider of WOAKWINE, was reprimanded and advised to take 
greater care when her mounts commence to shift ground in future. 
In the vicinity of the 400 metres, SURPRISE US (C Lindop), which improved into a tight run 
between DYLANSON (D Tourneur) which rolled in and away from NAME THE DAY (M 
Neilson), and SMOKY DUBAI (S Price) which laid out and shifted out, was obliged to check 
off the heels of SMOKY DUBAI, losing its position. 
 
Correct Weight for this event was delayed to permit R Wheeler, the rider and Mr L Hope, the 
Co-Trainer of COMMEMORATE (NZ) to view the official footage in the vicinity of the 1000 
metres. 
 
 
RACE 6 :  OXFORD INSURANCE BROKERS HANDICAP/SABOIS BONUS RACE 

– 1200 Metres 
 
WISE JOURNEY was a late scratching at 8.50am following advice from Trainer B Mueller that 
the gelding had injured it’s off hind leg in the sand roll and was unable to start. 
 
The start of this event was delayed by approximately two minutes. 
 
GOLDEN DANE was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible 
abnormalities. 
 
 
RACE 7 :  VEOLIA HANDICAP – 1200 Metres 
 
COMEAROUNDSUNDOWN was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon on arrival at the 
barrier and passed fit to start. 
 
COMEAROUNDSUNDOWN (J Potter) was slow to begin. 
 
MIDNIGHT EXPRESS (H McKechnie) slipped on jumping away and, as a consequence, was 
slow to begin.  H McKechnie explained that, as a result, she was unable to take up a more 
forward position as intended. 
 
Shortly after the start LAST CHARGE (J Toeroek) rolled out onto NATURAL DISASTER (T 
Pannell), which was taken out and tightened onto DELTO RHO SAM (M Neilson), which was 
obliged to be steadied when in restricted room to the inside of MY UNCLE VINNY (J Maund). 
 
STREETCAR REALITY (P Gatt) over-raced in the early stages. 
 
 
RACE 8 :  TATTSBET HANDICAP – 1600 Metres 
 
JULIET’S PRINCESS (USA) (C Lindop) raced keenly in the early stages and became 
awkward inside LADY DYNAMO (J Holder) in the vicinity of the 1100 metres as that horse 
improved to its outside. 
 
Inside the 1100 metres BALLYPATRICK (L Stojakovic) became awkward on the heels of 
DULCIE DEE (A Herrmann) for a short distance due to the lack of pace in the event. 
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RACE 8 :  TATTSBET HANDICAP – 1600 Metres (Cont’d) 
 
Racing to the 1000 metres LADY DYNAMO (J Holder) shifted in and inconvenienced 
JEUNEALISTIC (P Gatt), which had to be steadied.  J Holder was reminded of his obligations 
when shifting ground. 
 
H McKechnie, the rider of GOD HELP US, reported her mount was inclined to over-race in the 
early and middle stages of the event. 
 
LADY DYNAMO and WHERE’S TIM were examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who 
reported no visible abnormalities. 
 

---------------------------- 
 

 

PRE RACE SAMPLES (14): 
 

Blood Samples were taken from the following horses for the purpose of TCO2 testing: 
 

Race 4 MICKIEM, MR LOWNDES (NZ), RICHOMAN, VIMA, DISTILLATION. 
Race 5 WOAKWINE, NAME THE DAY, DYLANSON, COMMEMORATE (NZ), IT’SALL 

ABOUTHARRY. 
Race 8 LADY DYNAMO, SEA SKYE (USA), SEAN BAILE MOR, WHERE’S TIM. 
 

………………………… 
 

ROUTINE SWAB SAMPLES (10) 
Race 1 PINDAN PEARL (winner) Race 5 NAME THE DAY (winner) 
Race 1 MR BACKCHAT (beaten fav) Race 6 CAITLIN’S SPIRIT (NZ) (winner) 
Race 2 BERMONDSEY (winner) Race 7 NATURAL DISASTER (winner) 
Race 3 OUR BELVOIR (winner) Race 7 LILGIGGLEO (second) 
Race 4 FINAL FOLLY (winner) Race 8 JULIET’S PRINCESS (USA) (winner) 
  

----------------------------- 
 

 

SUMMARY 

FINES Race 2 – M Neilson – Fined $200 – ARR.120(b) – Overweight 
and having to be replaced on NOBLE SUCCESS. 

SEVERE REPRIMANDS Nil. 

REPRIMANDS Race 1 - T Pannell (CRABBING) – ARR.137(a) – careless riding. 
Race 5 – J Kah (WOAKWINE) – ARR.137(a) – careless riding. 

SUSPENSIONS Nil. 

HORSE ACTIONS Nil. 

ADJOURNED INQUIRIES Nil. 

JP:bc/MORP 


